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An analysis of how Fortune 500 companies respond to users replying to company tweets

Abstract
With hundreds of millions of active users generating almost a half of a billion tweets each day, Twitter has solidified itself as one of the most popular websites in today’s digital world. Because of this popularity, companies seeking to leverage the large audience have gravitated toward Twitter. This study examines how the Fortune 500 uses Twitter by analyzing 9,122 corporate tweets and 1,509 user replies through the use of content analysis. Examined factors include interactivity (non-interactive vs. reactive vs. interactive), company type (B2B vs. B2C), and user reply valence (positive vs. neutral vs. negative). Company response time to user replies is also investigated. The study results point to interactive tweets generating the most engagement. B2Cs not only respond faster to user replies but also generate more engagement than B2Bs. Negative replies can decrease engagement for B2Bs and B2Cs, but the influence on B2Bs is more profound. Companies responded the fastest to negative replies followed by positive replies and neutral replies, respectively. Thus, a company should assess its own business practices, target audience, and ability to perform customer service before creating a social media account such as Twitter.
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Introduction
Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are important strategic communication vehicles for companies to build relationships and initiate conversations with the public. As argued by Rim and Song (2016), organizations are now facing more challenges regarding interactions with the public on social media, especially when responding to negative user comments, and thus, effective social media communication strategies need to be identified. The current research contributes to this body of literature by analyzing 9,122 corporate tweets and 1,509 user replies collected from Twitter, a popular social media platform “used by virtually all big Western companies either for marketing or to respond to customers – and sometimes both” (Parmar, 2015). The interaction between company and user needs to be examined as more companies gravitate toward Twitter to meet the ever increasing number of users. Specifically, this study examines the Twitter practices of the largest and most successful companies in the United States (the Fortune 500). The study results will give a sense of how interactive companies are on Twitter along with how the tone of a user’s reply can affect company response time along with future engagement among users.

1. Literature review

1.1. Should companies respond to individual users on Twitter? Although many companies have a poor record for engaging with individual social media users (Waters & Williams, 2011), companies should respond to user comments from an interactivity standpoint. According to the classic contingency viewpoint of interactivity, there are three levels of interactivity: non-interactive, reactive, and interactive (Rafaeli, 1988; Sundar, Browm, & Kalyanaraman, 2003). Non-interactive communication is the lowest level of interactivity, meaning that the messages exchanged between two parties are not contingent on each other. However, if the latter message refers to the previous message, the communication is reactive. Furthermore, if the latter message refers to not only the previous message, but also the previous message exchange, such as A replies to B’s reply on A’s first message, it is a fully interactive communication. The level of reciprocity of message exchange will influence the perceived quality of communication (Rafaeli, 1988). With an increasing level of interactivity, people will feel they are receiving better quality information, which also increases perceived control, sense of self-efficacy, and attitude toward the medium, as well as the owner of the medium (Lee & Park, 2013; Song & Zinkhan, 2008; Sundar et al., 2003).

This study is focused on how the Fortune 500 companies interact with users on Twitter. In such a context, a company’s following is an online community and messages from the company that demonstrate contingent interactivity lead to
increased potential for user participation (Wise, Hamman, & Thorson, 2006). The effort to be more responsive is expected to increase positivity toward the company (Saffer, Sommerfeldt, & Taylor, 2013). To examine its effect, this study operationalizes interactivity at three levels: 1) non-interactive (i.e., a company posts a tweet but no user replies to the tweet); 2) reactive (i.e., a company posts a tweet and a user replies to the tweet); and 3) interactive (i.e., a company posts a tweet, a user replies to the tweet, and the company replies to the user’s reply). It is anticipated that a higher level of interactivity will generate more user engagement in the form of likes, retweets, and replies in a Twitter context:

H1: The higher the level of interactivity, the more likes, retweets, and replies a company tweet is expected to receive.

1.2. What kind of user replies should companies respond to? Message valence plays an important role on social media. Too much positivity has the potential to be perceived as overt advertising and manipulative (Roering & Paul, 1976). Negative information establishes credibility and humanizes the message, but if too many drawbacks are presented, consumers will choose an alternative (Eisend, 2013). Users tend to emphasize negative comments because positive comments reflect the user while negative comments focus on the product itself (Chen & Lurie, 2013). In line with negativity bias that emphasizes the downside over the upside, “negative information is most likely to be paid attention to, remembered, and then used for judgment” (Martin, 2008, p. 184).

Since consumers place a fair amount of importance on negativity concerning products or brands, the ability of a negative user reply in generating other users’ replies, retweets, and likes deserves further examination. The following research question is proposed for this purpose:

RQ: How does a user’s negative reply influence other users’ replies, retweets, and likes directed at the company?

1.3. How quickly should companies respond to users? Admitting to faults and even championing adverse situations is a tactic used by strategic communication practitioners to demonstrate transparency. To avoid the appearance of impropriety, companies should be as transparent as possible, especially when using social media because failing to do so can lead to diminished reputation (Sweetser, 2010). A simple way to appear transparent is to respond quickly to criticism or negative situations raised by users. Short response times convey respect while lengthy response times are likely to elicit negative reactions (Kalman et al., 2006). The confusion of a long pause or a permanent silence can be maddening for a user and debilitating for a company (Kalman & Rafaeli, 2011). Time is an important concept when examining Twitter. Users appreciate consistent updates and are more easily persuaded when expectations are met in terms of response time (Westerman, Spence, & Heide, 2014). Because rapid response times are appreciated by users, companies should seek to respond quickly to negativity to diffuse the situation. Additionally, business-to-consumer companies (B2Cs) — those experienced in interacting with individual consumers — are expected to respond quickly to users’ messages as opposed to business-to-business companies (B2Bs) that are perhaps more accustomed to traditional strategic communication or less equipped to monitor social media. Based on this rationale, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H2: A company will respond fastest when the valence of a user reply is negative as opposed to positive or neutral.

H3: On average, a B2C company will respond faster to a user reply than a B2B company.

H4: There will be an interaction effect between user reply valence and company type on response time such that a negative user reply will generate a faster response from a B2C company than a B2B company but there will not be such a difference when the reply is positive or neutral.

2. Method

Tweets were collected from companies tweeting naturally over a five-year period and content analyzed for various characteristics outlined within this section. First, the Twitter accounts were located. The most accurate way to do this is to visit the corporate website and then click on the Twitter logo to access the corporate Twitter page. Most of the companies had the link to its Twitter page displayed on either the Home screen or within a Social Media, Media Relations, or Contact Us page. If there was not a link to a Twitter page on the corporate website, a simple Google search with the company name and the word “Twitter” would usually present the link to the corporate Twitter page as the first result. A total of 420 companies were found to have a Twitter account. One tweet per month was collected for each of these companies from January 2009 to December 2013. A random number was
selected that served as the date for the specific month. If a company posted multiple tweets on the selected date, these multiple tweets were each assigned a number and one was randomly selected. If there were no tweets on the selected date, the tweet posted on the next closest day in the specific month was used. Once a tweet was selected, a screenshot of the tweet was saved along with a screenshot of the two most recent user replies to that tweet. This sampling procedure yielded 9,122 tweets and 1,509 user replies in this study.

To analyze these tweets and replies, the following procedure was followed. First, the number of each tweet’s replies, retweets, and likes was recorded. Second, each user reply was coded for its purpose: 1) compliment, 2) complaint, 3) question, 4) user’s self-promotion, and 5) give feedback/opinion. The data from this procedure were used for both the interactivity and reply valence portions of this study. For interactivity, this study explored instances in the sample when a company tweeted with no user reply (non-interactive); when a company tweeted and a user replied (reactive); and when a company tweeted, a user replied, and the company replied to the user reply (interactive). As for valence, user replies were classified as positive, neutral, or negative. Compliments were considered as positive; questions, self-promotion, and feedback were regarded as neutral; and complaints were negative.

In a pretest, two coders independently coded the tweets of five randomly selected companies and their coding appeared to be reliable (overall agreement = 92.8%). The discrepancies were resolved by a later discussion. The remaining sample tweets were evenly divided and coded by each coder.

This study also examines B2B versus B2C tweeting behavior. The procedure for this involved capturing the text from the “About” section on corporate websites, removing any identifying text, and submitting the text to two coders. The coders were instructed to look for text that explains selling products or services to other businesses or selling products and services to consumers. Using this procedure, the overall reliability was 96.8% in terms of percent agreement. Once reliability was established, the coders reconciled differences, split the rest of the sample, and coded independently.

The last focus of this study is the response time. To collect this information, the time stamp for the users’ replies and the companies’ responses were recorded and computed in minutes.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics. Among the 9,122 tweets, 12.2% received replies from users. Most of the replies were neutral (54.3%). The remainder of replies was coded as positive (31.2%) or negative (14.5%).

3.2. Tests of hypotheses. To test the proposed hypotheses, a 3 (non-interactive vs. reactive vs. interactive) × 2 (B2B vs. B2C) MANOVA test was first conducted, with the number of replies, retweets, and likes as dependent variables. The results revealed that both main effects of interactivity (Pillai’s trace = .217, F(6, 18,230) = 370.62, p < .001) and company type (Pillai’s trace = .033, F(3, 9,114) = 102.64, p < .001) and interaction effect (Pillai’s trace = .042, F(6, 18,230) = 64.95, p < .001) were statistically significant.

Following ANOVA tests showed that a tweet from B2C companies (M_replies = .78, M_retweets = 14.27, M_likes = 7.52) received significantly more replies, retweets, and likes (all ps < .001) than B2B companies (M_replies = .13, M_retweets = 2.46, M_likes = .67). It was also found that the level of interactivity was significant for all three dependent variables (all ps < .001). Post hoc tests indicated that non-interactive tweets (M_replies = .004, M_retweets = 2.83, M_likes = 1.00) received significantly fewer replies, retweets, and likes than both reactive (M_replies = 2.86, M_retweets = 38.78, M_likes = 23.75) and interactive tweets (M_replies = 6.59, M_retweets = 74.62, M_likes = 28.15). Reactive tweets also received significantly fewer replies and retweets than interactive tweets. Thus, H1 was supported. Furthermore, the ANOVA tests indicated significant interaction effects on all three dependent variables (all ps < .001). The directions of these effects are shown in Figure 1.
H2 through H4 examine the influence of reply valence and company type on response time. A two-way ANOVA test showed a close-to-significant main effect of valence (three levels: positive, neutral, and negative) on response time ($F(2, 150) = 2.90, p = .058$). Companies took less time to respond to positive ($M = 574.63$) and negative replies ($M = 841.93$) than neutral replies ($M = 1,808.81$). Thus, valence was further coded as two levels, neutral replies versus non-neutral replies. A $2 \times 2$ ANOVA test was conducted. The results indicated significant main effects of company type ($F(1, 152) = 6.86, p < .05$) and reply valence ($F(1, 152) = 6.16, p < .05$). Companies on average took 10.46 hours ($M_{non-neutral} = 627.34$) to respond to a positive or negative reply, and 30.15 hours ($M_{neutral} = 1,808.82$) for a neutral reply. B2C companies took an average of 14.1 hours ($M_{B2C} = 846.37$) to respond to a user reply, which was significantly less than 55.01 hours for B2B companies ($M_{B2B} = 3,300.30$). According to these results, H2 was partially supported and H3 was fully supported. However, the interaction term was found to be nonsignificant, $F(1, 152) = 3.12, p = .079$. H4 was not supported.
3.3. Answer to research question

To answer the proposed research question, a multilevel modeling analytical technique was used, taking both individual (micro-level) and organizational (macro-level) influences into consideration (Scheufele, Haas, & Brosius, 2011). There were 311 units (companies) at the macro-level in this analysis, making the investigation of cross-company comparisons possible (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).

In the three multilevel models, the number of replies, retweets, and likes served as the outcome, respectively. Valence of user replies with two levels (non-negative vs. negative) was the key micro-level factor, which was included in the level-1 models. Another level-1 factor was interactivity, which had two levels (reactive vs. interactive). Company type, as a macro-level factor, was added into both intercepts and slopes of valence and interactivity in the level-2 model. The details of the analysis results are presented in Table 1. For B2B companies with a negative user reply, a tweet’s likelihood to be retweeted decreased by 35.53% (exp (γ₁₀) = .64, γ₁₀ = - .44, p < .001), after controlling the interactivity level. For B2C companies with a negative user reply, the likelihood to be retweeted decreased by 23.11% (exp (γ₁₀+γ₁₁) = .77, γ₁₁ = .18, p < .05), after controlling the interactivity level. Thus, tweets from B2C companies were less impacted by negative user replies in terms of retweets. Similar results were discovered for number of likes. For both company types with a negative reply, a tweet would less likely be “liked” by users after controlling the level of interactivity. Similarly, this decrease in likelihood of being “liked” was more noticeable for B2Bs (21.57%, exp (γ₁₀) = .78, γ₁₀ = - .24, p < .05) than for B2Cs (3.65%, exp (γ₁₀+γ₁₁) = .96, γ₁₁ = .21, p < .05). The valence of user reply and company type had no significant impact on the likelihood of being replied to (all ps > .05).

Table 1. Summary of multilevel modeling analysis results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For intercept, β₀</th>
<th>Number of replies</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Number of retweets</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Number of likes</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercepts, yᵢ₀</td>
<td>.469</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.746</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.213</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company type, yᵢ₁</td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.831</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For valence slope β₁</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercepts, yᵢᵢ</td>
<td>-.021</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.439</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.243</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company type, yᵢᵢ₁</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>.782</td>
<td></td>
<td>.176</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td></td>
<td>.206</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For interactivity slope βᵢ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercepts, yᵢᵢ₀</td>
<td>.488</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.084</td>
<td>.597</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.140</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company type, yᵢᵢ₁</td>
<td>-.249</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.568</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td>Var. comp.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Var. comp.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Var. comp.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept, uᵢᵢ</td>
<td>.380</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.493</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.107</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

This study examined the Fortune 500’s Twitter use by focusing on interactivity, company type, and user reply valence. Contingency interactivity, or strategic communication based on reciprocity, was the focus. It is important to appear responsive from a company perspective because effective contingency interactivity leads to improved reputation and increased loyalty (Lee & Park, 2013). In line with previous interactivity studies (Coyle & Thorson, 2001; Song & Zinkhan, 2008; Sundar et al., 2003), the results of this study supported and expanded Rafaeli’s (1988) interactivity theory to the context of eWOM on Twitter. Interactivity can generate more engagement in the form of replies, retweets, and likes. Twitter can be many different things to different companies, but if the goal is to increase engagement, companies should interact often with individual users.

This study also tested how message valence affected engagement. Aligning with previous research, negativity does grab companies’ attention as complaints did receive quick responses. It appears that companies only respond to user replies on the extremes of positivity and negativity, but neutral replies receive company responses when it is convenient. Looking only at neutral versus non-neutral replies, both B2Bs and B2Cs responded to non-neutral replies significantly faster, further strengthening the notion that extreme replies receive the quickest company responses.

Finally, this study confirmed that negative comments in general have a negative effect on eliciting users’ engagement behaviors. Users place a good deal of emphasis on online negativity (Lee et al., 2009), which often leads to a decrease in future purchase decisions (Schultz et al., 2011). Though there are lab experiments demonstrating that negative comments under certain conditions could elicit favorable
attitudes, this study revealed that negative user comments by and large have a dampening effect on company engagement in the form of retweets and likes for both B2Bs and B2Cs. This study used a multilevel modeling technique when examining interactivity, company type, and reply valence. Based on the results, B2Bs suffer far more than B2Cs when receiving a negative reply. B2Bs have a significantly higher chance of receiving fewer retweets and likes than B2Cs when receiving a negative user reply. Such differences can be interpreted from multiple angles. First, B2Cs have a significantly larger following than B2Bs on average so most activity concerning B2Bs on Twitter will generate fewer retweets and likes. Second, B2Bs tend to follow other B2Bs in a practice known as self-reflection (Campbell et al., 2010) and because these companies are concerned with relationship making (Lemke et al., 2011), retweeting or liking a negative reply directed at another company would be perceived as poor form. Lastly, B2Cs such as airlines or utility companies deal with negativity on a daily basis and in an example of schadenfreude, users may be more willing to retweet or like a tweet that received negative replies just to rub it in B2C companies’ faces, so to speak. Because negative replies directed toward B2Cs can draw more attention to the negative situation than with B2Bs, B2Cs need to address users’ concerns faster than B2Bs to reduce the chances of other users viewing the replies, retweets, and likes. Truthfully, B2Cs and B2Bs should both address negative replies as quickly as possible, but because a B2C’s audience is so much larger than a B2B’s, it is imperative for a B2C to act the quickest.

Conclusion

The results from this study contribute theoretically and practically to the discipline of strategic communication. From a theoretical perspective, public relations is simply the management of credibility (Stacks, 2017). To effectively manage credibility in today’s social media world, companies should tweet often and respond to user replies as quickly as possible to create a culture of interactivity. Doing this aligns with the International Public Relations Association’s definition of public relations which is to reach a harmony through mutual understanding based upon truth and full information. The harmony, in this case, is increased user engagement as this study revealed that interactive tweets generate more replies, retweets, and likes than one-way, top-down traditional mass media communication.

From a practical perspective, companies utilizing Twitter should incorporate the following strategies based on the results of this study:

**Tweet for interactivity:** Companies should strive for interactivity when tweeting. Forcing traditional, top-down strategies into Twitter will not generate engagement. Instead, companies should ask questions, hold contests, entertain, inform, and address the needs of users. Users are actively searching for value online and within the realm of social media. The companies that can provide valuable tweets will in turn receive user interaction that generates engagement.

**Address extreme replies quickly:** Positive and negative replies received the fastest responses from companies in this study. The neutral replies received the slowest responses. Users expect their replies to receive a response on Twitter, but it is unrealistic to expect a company to address every user reply. Instead, companies should thank users sending positive replies and address the concerns from users sending negative replies. This demonstrates a culture of listening. Responses should come quickly as well because fast responses convey sincerity on Twitter.

**Understand your business:** Users expect a social presence in today’s digital environment. A B2C should absolutely be on Twitter because its customers use Twitter. The B2C should interact and do so quickly because that is the expectation from users. It is a little more complicated for a B2B. B2Bs do business with other companies but companies are comprised of people and people use social media. However, B2Bs generate less engagement overall and receive a more potent dampening effect when a user sends a negative reply. For these reasons, the temptation for B2Bs is to avoid social media altogether. However, the wise decision is for a B2B to use Twitter and to benchmark itself against other B2Bs and competitors within the industry. In short, B2Cs should be compared to other B2Cs and B2Bs should be compared to other B2Bs. Understand your business, target audience, and competitors, and your Twitter strategy will be genuine leading to increased credibility perceptions from users.

This study revealed that when the Fortune 500 displayed full interaction, engagement in the form of replies, retweets, and likes increased. Companies need to respond faster to users on Twitter and realize that negative replies have the potential to decrease engagement. While negative replies are perhaps unavoidable to an extent, companies should operate in such a way to give users no reason to tweet with a negative tone. Positive business operations are more necessary than ever now that every user has a potentially prominent voice on Twitter. Because social media issues have a way of metastasizing into a viral crisis, B2Cs and B2Bs should form a social media team armed with a detailed plan to address negative replies as strategically and quickly as possible.
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